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Let X, Y be real analytic vector fields on an n-manifold M, (ad X, Y) = IX, Y] 
denote the Lie product, inductively (adkt ’ X, Y) = [X, (adk X, Y)] and .Y” = 
((ad” X, Y): v = 0, . . ). The attainable set at time t, denoted G!(t), for the control 
system (1) i = X(x) + u(t) Y(x), x(0) =p, lu(t)l < 1, is contained in the integral 
manifold through p of the Lie algebra, L(.Y’), generated by .Y ‘. L(.iv’) is said to 
be decomposable at p if (essentially), when dim L(,Y’)( p) = n, the solution of (1) 
can be written as (exp tX) o (exp F,(t, u) V’) o . . . o (exp F,(t, u) V”)(p) with 
V’,..., V” E L(.Y”). This is true, for example, at any p, if L(.Y’) is nilpotent. The 
FJt, u) are shown to satisfy a system on IH” of the form (2) ii= 
u(t) Gj(t, x, ,..., xi- ,), x,(O) = 0, i = l,..., n, where, if L(.Y’) is nilpotent, each Gi is 
a polynomial in xi ,..., xi-, In this case, reachability properties of (2) for controls 
being countably additive measures (impluses) reduce to the study of algebraic 
equations; homogeneity allows these to be considered on projective space, Ip,, 
giving local results by Bezout’s theorem. Similar results hold for controls in the unit 
ball of rP,. Krener’s results on approximating systems of the form (1) by systems 
which generate nilpotent Lie algebras can then be used to remove the condition that 
L(.Y’) be nilpotent. The method applies to show that, if .Y” denotes the set of all 
products of k elements of .Y’ with k < m and dim span .vmt’(p) = 
dim span ,Y”( p) for all odd m, then (exp tX)( p) E int G’(t) for all t > 0. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the late 1950s and early 196Os, LaSalle [I] and others developed a 
rather complete theory for linear control systems on R”. The standard 
representation of a solution to such a system led to many geometric 
properties of the set of points attainable at each time r > 0. These properties 
provide information for controllability, optimality, uniqueness of optimal 
control, etc. The purpose of this paper is to describe a theory which provides 
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a representation of solutions and a method to study properties of the 
attainable sets for nonlinear control systems of the form 
i.(f) = -q-$0) + u(t) Q(t)), 40) = P (i = dx/dt) (1) 
which evolve on an n-dimensional, smooth, manifold M. We assume M is 
real analytic, X, Y are real analytic vector fields on M and an admissible 
controlubelongsto0,(9’,)={uE9~:~(u~]<K},K>O. 
We denote by V(M) the real Lie algebra of all vector fields on M; for 
@ c V(M) let L(g) be the Lie subalgebra, generated by the elements of @ 
and O(p) the elements of Q? evaluated at p; i.e., q(p) is a subset of the 
tangent space, TM,, of M at p. Let (ad X, I’) = [X, Y] the Lie product of X 
and Y, inductively (ad kt i X, Y) = [X, (adk X, Y)] and 
.Y’= ((ad”X, Y):v=O, l,... }. (2) 
The solution, at time t, of i =X(x), x(0) =p will be denoted (exp tX)( p) 
while the set of points attainable at time r > 0 by all solutions of (1) 
corresponding to controls in Q,(iy,) will be denoted GV(r, a,#&)). Then 
123 3 I WG J-uip,)) is contained in the integral manifold of L(9’) through 
p and has nonempty interior (relative to M) if and only if 
dim L(9”)( p) = n. This follows by noting that the composition 
(exp tX) 0 y(t, U) is a solution of Eq. (1) for control u if and only if (see [4]) 
y satisfies the auxiliary equation 
4’(t) = u(t) f (-f)“/v!(ad” X Y)(y(O), Y(O) = P. (3) 
v=o 
Let 9(r, Q,(9Q) denote the set of points attainable at time t by solutions 
of (3). Then cpI(r, 0,&C&)) = (exp rX)2(r, O,(Pa)) and since the map 
q + (exp TX)(q) is a homeomorphism most properties of interest concerning 
~2 can be inferred from those of 9. For example, local controllability, i.e., 
(exp W(p) E int @CT, Q,(iP,)) f or all z > 0, holds if and only if 
p E int 9(5, a&&)). 
In general, L(sP’) is an infinite dimensional Lie algebra. If, however, it is 
finite dimensional, say, of dimension m, and nilpotent or solvable, there 
exists an ordered set of vector fields IV”,..., W”’ E L(9’) such that the 
solution of Eq. (3) can be written as 
y(t; w) = (exp I;,(& U) W’) 0 -a - 0 (exp F,(t, U) Wm)( p) 
with the scalar valued functions F ,,..., F, computable. (See [4,5].) In 
essence, we will call the Lie algebra L(9’) decomposable at p if, when 
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dim L(Y)(p) = k, there exists an ordered set of precisely k vector fields 
WI,..., Wk such that the solution of Eq. (3) can be written as 
y(t, u) = (exp Fi(t, u) W’) 0 .a- 0 (exp Fk(f, 24) W”)(p). (4) 
We show that if L(Y ‘) is nilpotent, it is decomposable at p for every p. One 
may have L(.Y’) solvable and decomposable at some p but not at others. It 
is also often the case that L(Y”) is infinite dimensional but still decom- 
posable at p. 
The functions F,(t, U) ,..., Fk(t, u) will be determined as solutions of the 
reduced system, a control system of the form 
i, = u(t) Gk(f, xl(f) ,... ,X&,(f)), Xk(l) = 0 
which evolves on Rk and, from its form, can be solved by quadratures. In 
particular, if L(Y”) is nilpotent, each function Gi(t, x, ,..., xi- ,) will be a 
polynomial in x, ,..., xi-, while if L(Y,) is decomposable at p we use the 
Taylor series of the Gi. This allows methods from algebraic geometry to be 
used in the study of Eq. (5). The set of points which can be attained at time r 
by solutions of (1) corresponding to controls in Q,(pm) will be denoted 
.a(r, fl,(5&)). This set plays precisely the role that the “reachable set” (see 
[6]) does in the linear theory. Its properties readily translate to similar 
properties for (pl(r, Q,(Ya)). Our main result, obtained in this manner, is 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 9” denote the set of all Lie products of k-tuples of 
elements of ,Y1 with k < m. If X(p) = 0, dim L(Y’)(p) = n and 
dim span Ym(p) = dim span cipmt ‘( p) for all odd integers m, then 
p E int @(t, J2,(4P,)) for any r > 0. 
This result was conjectured, by me, several years ago, and proved for 
dimension n = 2 in [7,8]. In a recent personal communication, Professor H. 
Sussmann gave a proof using higher order tangent cone approximations. The 
method of proof here is entirely different. The result (without the restriction 
X(p) = 0) is first shown for the case L(Y’) decomposable at p 
(Theorem 3.1). This condition is then removed using results of Krener 191, 
which approximate a system of the form (1) by a similar system in which the 
vector fields generate a nilpotent Lie algebra. Krener’s methods are similar in 
nature to the recent work dealing with approximating Lie algebras of vector 
fields by nilpotent Lie algebras in [lo]-[12]. 
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1. DECOMPOSABLE LIE ALGEBRAS 
For system (l), with Y’ as given by (2), and p E M, let 
037$(p)= {VEL(Y): V(p)=O}. 
If p is understood, occasionally we shall just write X0. Since V, WE 4 
implies [V, W] E &, 4 is a subalgebra of L(P’). 
DEFINITION 1. Assume dim L(Y’)(p) = n. The Lie algebra L(Y”) is 
said to be decomposable at p if it contains an ordered set of n elements 
VI,..., V” such that 
(a) V’(p),..., V”(p) are linearly independent. 
(b) If q=L(Vn-i+‘,..., V”,ROj then each GP- i is an ideal in 6, 
i = l,..., IE and RR =L(P’). 
(c) If L(,ia’) is infinite dimensional, we require in addition that ZO( p) 
be an ideal in L(Y’). 
We shall see that L(Y’) decomposable at p is precisely what is needed for 
the solution of the auxiliary equation (3) to admit the representation (4). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If dim L(,Ipi) = m, dim L(Y’)(p) = n, then m > n 
and dim RO( p) = m - n. 
The proof of this is a standard exercise in linear algebra. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If L(9”) is nilpotent, it is decomposable at p for 
every p. 
Proof. Let p E M be arbitrary, dim L(,ip’)(p) = n > 0 and 
dimL(.Y’)=m>n. Define 
Yl = {I/EL(P): [V,cq] CGq. 
CLAIM 1. F1 is a subalgebra of L(Y’), ZQ is an ideal in F, and 
dim gi > dim &“. 
To see that Yi is a subalgebra, suppose V’, Vz f gi, H is an arbitrary 
element of X0 and denote [I”, H] = H’ E &,, [ V2, H] = Hz E X0. Then by 
the Jacobi identity [[V’, V’], H] = [V’, [V’, H]] + [V”, [Vl, H]] = 
[V’,H*] + [V”,H’] ERO. 
Next, &, is an ideal in .Yi by definition. 
Finally, and here we use the fact that L(Y’) is nilpotent, we show 
dim Pi > dim X0. L(,i” ‘) nilpotent implies there exists an integer s such that 
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any product of (s + 1) elements of L(Y’) is zero, and hence in ZO. (See [ 9, 
Theorem 3.5.4(ii)].) Define /i = {integers k: any product of (k + 1) elements 
of L(Y’) is in RO}. Then II # 0 since s E/i. Also, dimL(Y’)(p) > 0 
implies 0 @ A. Then /1 has a least element k* > 0; i.e., there exist VI,..., Vk* 
in L(Y’) such that V= [...[[Vl, V’], V”]...], V”‘] @X0 but [V, W] ERO 
for any WE L(.9’), in particular, [ V, W] E X0 for any WE RO. Thus 
VE .‘F,, V@S?$ so dim F1 > dimRO. 
Now choose any element V” E g;, V” 6G &,, and define & = L( V”,Zo}. 
Then R0 is an ideal in 3. If 4 = L(9”) we are finished. If not, n > 2 and 
we let .F2 = {V E L(.Y’): [ V,R2] c&}. As before, F2 is a subalgebra of 
L(Y’) and q is an ideal in cF2. Let /i, = {integers k > 0: any product of 
(k + 1) elements of L(9”) belongs to 4). Then s E /i,, while the 
assumption X; # L(9”) implies 0 6Z A 1 so again /1 i has a least element 
k* > 1. As before, we get an element VE ,g, V@&, so dimF2 > dim&. 
CLAIM 2. There exists an element Vn-’ E ‘F2 such that V”-‘(p) and 
V”(p) are linearly independent. 
Indeed, if not, every V E ,‘?Z2 satisfies V(p) = aV”(p) for some scalar CL. 
Then (V-aV”)EZo; hence VEspan(V”,Xo}cL{Vn,X;}=Z, and one 
concludes %F2 G 5, a contradiction. 
One can proceed, inductively, to define VI,..., V” as desired. I 
Remark 1.1. If L(9’) is decomposable at p and finite dimensional it 
need not be nilpotent. Indeed any example in which X0(p) is not a nilpotent 
subalgebra cannot have L(Y’) nilpotent. 
Remark 1.2. If L(9”) is infinite dimensional and decomposable at p, 
L(Y’)/Zo(p) is solvable. This follows easily from [ 13, Corollary 3.7.51 
using the method of Proposition 2, above, to select an element Vn-ci+” 
linearly independent of the ith ideal in the decomposition. Note that 
dim(L(Y’)/Z(p)) = n if we assume dim L(Y’)(p) = n. 
Remark 1.3. The proof of Proposition 2 used the fact that for a nilpotent 
algebra there exists an integer s such that any product of (s + 1) elements 
vanishes. This is not true for a solvable Lie algebra. 
EXAMPLE 1.1 (A solvable algebra L, decomposable or not depending on 
the value of p). Let M = R*. Throughout, for printing ease, all vectors will 
be written as row vectors. Let V’(x) = (1, 0), V’(x) = (-x1, x2) and 
L = L{ V’, V’} = span{ V’, V’}. Then the derived algebra L’ = [L, L] = 
span{ V’) and L” vanishes so L is solvable. If p = 0, V’(p) = 0, 
& = span{ V* } and for L to be decomposable at p we would need 4 to be 
an ideal in L, which is not the case. Note that if we define Fi = { V E L: 
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f V, &J c&} then F=&. Here, for any number k of factors, the product 
[V’, [...[V”, [If’, V’]...] = (-y P. 
If, however, we choose p = (0, l), q(p) = (0) while {V’, Y’) is an 
ordered basis providing the ideal decomposition to show L decomposable at 
P* 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let M= R*, V’(x)= (1,x:), V”(x) = (XI, I), L = 
L { V’, V* } and p = 0. Computation shows 4(p) is infinite dimensional, but 
an ideal in 1;. The ordered set {V’, V”} satisfies the properties necessary to 
have the infinite dimensional algebra L decomposable at p. 
2. THE SOLUTION OF THE AUXILIARY EQUATION 
WHEN L(9’) IS DECOMPOSABLE ATP 
The method for obtaining a ‘solution of the auxiliary Eq. (3) of the form 
(4) when L(9’) ’ d IS ecomposable at p is essentially that as given in [4] or 
[5] for L(9’) nilpotent or solvable. The major difference is the role of 
RO( p); especially, if V E J$( p) then (exp tV)( p) = p for all t. 
Assume L(9’) is decomposable at p, dim L(Y’)(p) = )2 and VI,..., V” 
are as in Definition 1. If L(,Y’) is finite dimensional, say, of dim m, then 
dim Zo( p) .= m - n and one can choose a basis fi”’ ‘,..., P for Z@(p). In 
this case, we begin by expressing the auxiliary Eq. (3) as 
If LfY”) is infinite dimensional, one can write 
ii(t) =fi,&t u) WY) + -** t-f,&, u) Y”(y) -t- terms in ZG( p). (6’) 
In the latter case, the terms Ro(p) provide no contribution to the solution, 
i.e., can as well be considered zero, since 2$(p) is an ideal in L(,Y”) 
implying [ V’, So(p)] cSi$( p), i = l,..., IZ. This will become evident in what 
follows, thus it suffices to deal with the first case, i.e., Eq. (6). 
Define 
If one tries a solution of Eq. (6) in the form y(t, U) = (exp F,(t, t() I”) o w(r), 
it follows that w  must satisfy w(0) =p and 
(7) 
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But {V’,..., V”} is a basis for Z*-r and ad V1:Zm-, -)Zn-, linearly. Let 
MI denote its matrix representation relative to this basis. Notation~ly, let 
f,(t, 11) denote the column vector (f&t, u),..., fi,,(t, u)) and f&, U) = 
(fi,2(t, u),..., fi,,(t, u>) be given by 
f&, u> = (e- Fl(**“)“I) f&, u), 
Thus w  satisfies 
and one proceeds, inductively, to let 
F20, u> = j-)2&, u) ds. 
Let M, be the matrix representation of ad V’: Rne2 + Rna2, &t, u) = 
G,& U)Y., 2,m(f, u)), etc. After n steps we are left with vector fields which 
vanish at p, i.e., are in Zoo(p); hence the solution of the auxiliary equation 
will be 
y(t, u) = (exp F,(t, u) V’) 0 --- 0 (exp F,(t, u) V”)(p). (59) 
Now pI(t, U) =fi,l(t, U) = n(t) G,(t), where G,(t) is real analytic, indeed a 
sum of terms of the form (-t)“/v!. Actually, each f&t, U) has the form the 
product of u with an analytic function of t; thus, using (8), we see r’,(t, u) = 
&(f, u) = u(t) G,(t, F,(t, u)) for some smooth function G,. continuing in 
this manner, we find that the F,(t, u) can be viewed as solutions of the 
reduced system 
&(t) = u(t) G,(t), x,(O) = 0, 
x,(O) = 0, (W 
4,(t) = u(t) G,(t, x,(t>,..., x,- &I>, X”(0) = 0. 
To illustrate the role of this system in a linear problem, consider a 
controllable, linear system, 2 =Ax + ub, x(0) =p, on R”. One has 
9’ = (A”& P = 0, l,...}, L(Y’) = span cY’ and since the elements of L(Y’) 
are constant they commute; hence L(P’) is nilpotent of dimension n and b, 
Ab,...,A”-‘b is a basis (the order taken is of no importance). As a specific 
example, consider 
EXAMPLE 2.1 (~on~olled harmonic oscillator). The system is 
d=Ax+ub,x(O)=p,on R2 withA=(?, ~),~=(~).LettingX~~)bethe 
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fundamental matrix solution of i = Ax with X(0) = id, the solution of the 
system is represented as x(8, U) = X(t)p + X(t) fi X-‘(s) &u(s) ds. The 
“reachable set” at time r > 0 is normally defined as 9(r) = {u(t, u) = 
1; X-‘(s) bu(s) ds}; h ence d(t) =X-‘(t) bu(t), v(0) = 0 and this is just our 
reduced system. Indeed, if we take Ab = ( t ) and b = ( y ) as an ordered basis 
for L&5@‘), the auxiliary equation is g(t) = u(t) Cz ((-t)“/v!)A”b = 
(-u(t) sin t) Ab + (u(t) cos r)b. Since Ab and b commute, this has solution 
utc u> = texpt-4 t > tl s sin s da) Ab) 0 (exp(‘& U(S) cos s ~~)b)( p) and the 
reduced system is cl(t) = -u(t) sin t, d,(r) = n(t) cos t, i.e., ti(t) = X-‘(t)b. 
Before dealing with the structure of solutions of the reduced system (i.e., 
Section 3) it will be useful to compute the system for a nonlinear example. 
Our example wiii have L(9’) nilpotent, hence decomposable at any p by 
Proposition 1.2. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let A4 = R 3 with coordinates (xi, x2, x3), X(x) = 
(x2x3, xi, 0), Y(x) = (0, 0, l), p = (O,O, 0) and the system 1 =X(x) + 
u(t) Y(x). Computing, (ad X, Y)(x) = (x2, 3x:, 0), (ad’ X, Y)(x) = (2x:, 0, 0), 
(adk X, Y) = 0 if k 2 3. Thus dim span 9’(p) = 1 and (exp fX)( p) = p is a 
singular solution. (See 131.) (ad’ Y,X)(x)=(O,6x,,O), (ad3Y,X)= 
(0, -6,O), [Y, (ad2X, Y)](x) = (-6x:, 0, 0), (ad* Y, (ad’ X, Y))(x) = 
(12x,, 0, 0), (ad3 Y, (ad* X, Y))(x) = (-12,0,0). Finally, [X, (ad’ Y, X)](x) 
= (6x:, 0, 0) = - [Y, (ad* X, I”)], [[X, Y], (ad3 Y,X)] = (-6, 0, 0) = 
(VW3 Y, (ad’& Y)) and all other products vanish. Choose, as an 
ordered basis, V’=Y=(O,O,l), Y’=-(ad2Y,[X,YJ)=(0,6,0), Y3= 
(ad3 Y, (ad’ X, Y)) = (-12,0,0), V”(x) = (ad X, Y) = (x,, 3x:, 0), V’(x) = 
(ad* X, Y) = (2x:, O,O), V”(x) = (ad2 Y,X) = (0,6x,, 0), V’(x) = (ad2 Y, 
(ad2X, y))= (12x3,0,0), V8(x) = [Y, (ad’ Y, X)] = (-6x:, 0,O). Then 
( v”,..., V’) serves as a basis for 2$(p). Note that since [V”, V”] = (l/2) V3, 
2$(p) is not an ideal in L(9’). Here L(9i) is decomposable at p with 
V’, V*, V3 an ordered set of vector fields such that if & = L{ V3,xoj, 
&=L{V’, V3,&}, &=L{V’, V2, V3,&} then &=L(p’) and each 
Z?-, is an ideal in &, i = 1,2, 3. 
The auxiliary equation (3), for this system, expressed in terms of V’,..., V” 
is 
3(t) = 24) v’t Y> - w  v”t Y> + (t’l2) w V"(Y), Y(O) = P* 
Define 
F,(f, 24) = j; 2.4(s) ds; AC& a) = (0, 0, -tu(t), (t2f2) u(t), 0, 0,O). 
0000100 
0000010 
0000000 
M,= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ; it!+= i I 0 o-1 0 0 0 0 0000001 0001000 
0 0 0 0 0 
00010 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
while higher powers of M, vanish. 
r 
‘0 
o-1 
0 
0 0 0 
00001 
0 0 0 0 0 
00000; 
0 0 0 0 0 
01000 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
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The matrix representation of ad V’:q -+& is 
ted ~i(~,~)~j)~,~r, u) =f2(t, u) = (~1/2) tZ&, (-l/12) t2uF;, -424, fr’/2)24, 
-CUF,, (l/4) r%Ff , (-P/2) UF,). 
Now define 
F,(4 24) = (l/2) jf su(s) Fi(s, 24) ds, 
f,(t, u) = ((-l/2; t%F:, -4, (t2,‘2)u, -tuF,, (l/4) t%Ff, (-t2,‘2) uF,). 
The matrix representation, Mz, of ad V’:X;-+q is a 6~ 6 matrix with 
first row (0, l/2,0,0,0,0) and all other rows zero. Powers of N, vanish; 
hence {e-‘“zft~u)MZ)~~(f, u) is a vector with first com~nent 
-(l/12) r*uF: - (t/2) uF2, the other components being of no interest since 
this is our last step. Define 
F&, u) = j”’ [(-I/ 12) s ‘u(s) F;(s, u) - (s/2) u(s) F,(s, u)] ds. 
0 
The solution of the auxiliary may be expressed as 
Y(G U) = (eW F,(4 u) V’) 0 (exp F2(f, u) V’) 0 (exp F,(t, U) V3)( p). 
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The reduced system, for this problem, is 
1, = u(t), x,(O) = 0, 
i2 = u(Q(t/2) xf ) x,(O) = 0, (11) 
A$ = zr(t)[(-l/12) t2x: - (t/2)x,], x3(O) = 0. 
We shall return to this example after developing some general theory for 
reduced systems. 
3. THE REDUCED EQUATION FOR L(,Y”) DECOMPOSABLE AT p 
If L(P’) is nilpotent, the matrix representation Mi of ad V’: Raei --+RnPi 
will be nilpotent, and hence, in Eqs. (lo), Gi(t,xl ,..., xi-,) will be a 
~lynomial in the variables xi ,..., xi-,, i = I,..., n. (Note that this occurs in 
Eqs. (11)) If L(Y’) is decomposable at p, we may use the Taylor series of 
the Gi. In either case, the reduced system can be converted to algebraic 
equations and this is particularly easy if we consider impulse controls. This 
is where be begin. 
For any I: > 0 let rca]O, r], or just rca, denote the linear space of regular, 
countably additive, measures on [O, T]. We shall use s(t - t,.) to denote the 
measure which assigns one to the ,point ti and is zero elsewhere. For any 
choice 0 c t, < t, < ‘a. < t, < r let _t = (tl ,..., t,,), let a = (oi ,..., a,) with ai 
real, and consider the control g*(t) = JJ: a&t - ti) in the integrated form of 
Eq. (1 l), i.e., x(t) = fi G(s, x(s)) b(s). Denoting the solution at time r for 
the control ,u~ by x(r,Q we obtain the algebraic equations 
Xi(r,P,) = Hi(a* >***7 a,>-!) + Pi(a, Y***, a”,.!), i = l,..., n, (12) 
where Hi is a homogeneous polynomial of degree li > 1 in ~1, ,..., a, and Pi is 
a sum of homogeneous polynomials each of degree greater than Zi. To 
illustrate the intended use, the problem of whether a point b f R” can be 
attained by a solution of the reduced system in time r using impulse controls 
is equivalent to showing a solution CY of x(t,,~~) z H(a,_t) + P(a,_t) = b 
exists. We shall show if all li are odd, ]b( is sufficiently small and _t is 
properly chosen, a solution will always exist. 
We shall assume throughout this section that L&Y’) is decomposable at p 
(say, of dim m), dim L(Y ‘)( p) = n, V’,..,, V” are vector fields which satisfy 
Definition 1 and P”,..., Pm are a chosen basis of X0(p). If the auxiliary 
equation is expressed as i)(t) =f,,l(t, u) V’(y) + .+. +f,,,(t, U) V”(y) and 
fi,l(t, u),.,.,fi,,(t, U) are not zero (this means (exp N)(p) is nof a singular 
solution of the original system (1)) then for 1 < i < n, fi,[(t, u) = ci(t) u(t), 
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where the ci(t) are real analytic functions (sums of terms -t”/v!) and linearly 
independent on [0, r]. We use this case to motivate the more general 
situation. Here each Hi, i = l,..., n, will be homogeneous of degree li = 1; 
specifically, Hi(al ,..., a”,!) = c:=l C&“) a,. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If cl(t),..., c,,(t) are linearly independent, real, analytic 
functions on [0, t], 7 > 0, there exist points 0 < t, < -a- < t, < 7 such that the 
matrix (ci(t,))i,,, ,,.. .,n is nonsingular. 
The proof of this is trivial; our point is that in the case each Hi is 
homogeneous of degree I, = 1, one can choose _t such that the system of 
equations Hi(a, ,..., an,!) = 0, i = l,..., n, has only the trivial solution. We 
next remove the restriction that all I, = 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. There is a _t = (t, ,..., t,J, 0 < t, ( . . . ( t, ( 7, such that the 
homogeneous system 
Hi(a, ~-., a,,4 = 0, i = l,..., n, (13) 
where Hi is homogeneous of degree Ii > 1 in a, ,..., a,, , has only the solution 
a1 = **. = a, = 0. 
Proof. Let P,-i denote the projective (n - 1) space (think of this as the 
(n - 1) sphere S-i in R” with antipodal points identified). Let Di denote 
the effective divisor of the homogeneous form Hi (see [ 14, Chap. 31) on the 
(n - 1) dimensional variety P,-, . Since the vectors V’(p),..., V”(p) are 
linearly independent, the coefftcients of the a, ,..., a,, in the Hi are linearly 
independent, real analytic functions. Thus one can choose _t so that the Di, 
i = I,..., 12, are in general position. This means the intersection number of 
D , ,..., D, on P,-, is zero, i.e., Eqs. (13) have no common solution on P,-, , 
which means they have only the solution a, = a2 = .a - = a, = 0 on R”. 
We now return to the basic problem, i.e., x(7,pJ = b. If b = (b, ,..., b,) = 0 
this has solution a = (ai,..., a,) = 0; thus we consider, hereafter, b # 0. 
For P= Co,Y..~P,,,)~ p, with P/l+, fO7 let adO> = 
ca,/P,+lY*~ P,,/&+ J E R” and ! = (tl ,..., tn) be as in Lemma 3.1. With _t so 
fixed, we drop reference to it in the Hi and Pi. Instead of system (12), 
consider the system, for i = l,..., n, 
Hi(a, ~-., a,) + ai+ ,f’i(a,C.&., a,@> - ai+ 1 bi = 0. (14) 
Assume /I E P,, with p,,+ , # 0 is fixed and each li, i = l,..., n, is odd. Then 
(14) consists of n homogeneous real equations in (n + 1) unknowns 
a1 ,..., a,+ ,, with the ith equation having odd degree, Ii, of homogeneity. By 
Bezout’s theorem [ 14, p, 2001 there exists a nonzero solution 
a = (a, )...) ai,, 1 ). By Lemma 3.1, if d,+ , = 0 it would follow that 
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(+=.*.=a,- - 0; hence we conclude that a,, + , # 0. By the homogeneity we 
can consider (Gi ,..., G,, i) E IP, with cZ,,+i # 0 (i.e., for any real I, rG is again 
a solution so we may consider GE P,). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let L = 1 + max{l,, 1 < i < n). Then there exists an E > 0 
such that if /I = (j?,,...,~,,,) E Ip, with pi+, 2 1 - E’ (note IpI = 1) and 
Iy < EL1 then any solution a= (al ,..., an+,) E ip, of Eqs, (14) satisfies 
a ,+I> 1--** 
Proof. For any E>O let PEP, with Pi+i>/l-~*, j61<sL and 
- - 
a1 V.‘Y a, + 1 denote a corresponding solution of Eqs. (14). Then a@) < 
e*/( 1 - E*). Since P,(a,Cg) ,..., a,@)) is a sum of terms homogeneous of 
degree greater than fj in u,(P),..., a,(b), for 1 ,< i & n we must have 6 of the 
order (denoted -) &+ I sy with y> 1. Thus if &ElP,, C:“Ef= 1 implies 
~2,+,~2y+~~+,-lora’Z,+,-l/(1+~2~=1-~ZY+~4Y~~~$/1-~2if~>1 
and E is sufficiently small. I 
Remark. If Pi is homogeneous of degree less than li, Lemma 3.2 no 
longer holds. As an example, consider n = 1, fJ,(a,)= a:, P,(a,)= ai so 
Eq. (14) is a: + a:$@) - Crib = 0. Then, even for b = 0, the solution of the 
equation ai + a:s2 = 0 in P, does not have a: >, 1 - E*. 
Now pick E > 0 as in Lemma 3.2 and let bE R”, 0 ( lb/ < sL. Then 
a = (a, )...) 6, + 1 ) = (0 ,..., 0, 1) E P,, cannot be a solution of Eq. (14). Let C 
be the “cap,” C,={J?EP,:p=(pl ,..., /I,+,), &i>1-s2}, so C is 
homeomorphic to a closed n-disc, For BE C let S(D) denote the set of 
solutions of (14) in P,. If all E, are odd, Bezout’s theorem shows S(p) is not 
empty, it is closed and by Lemma 3.2, SCp) c C. Since the divisors of the Hi 
are in general position, Bezout’s theorem states that the number of solutions 
will be ny=, Zi. Now consider the closed, nonempty, subsets of C endowed 
with the Hausdorff metric topology. The map /I+ S($) of C into the 
nonempty, closed, subsets of C is continuous, But for each p, S(p) is a finite 
set. Hence this map admits a continuous selection; i.e., there exists a 
continuous map p-s(p) E S@). This map must have a fixed point, say, 
/?= @ ,,..., pn+,), and a@)= @,//jn+ ,,..., jjn//.?,,+,) is a solution of 
x~(z,,u,& = bi, i= l,..., n. We summarize as 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that for each i = I,..., n, the degree of homogeneity 
Ii of H,(a , ,..., a,, , _t) in Eq. (13) is odd. Let 5 > 0 be g&en. Then there exists a 
i = (t, )..., t,) with 0 < t, < ..e < t, < r and a neighborhood N of zero in F?” 
such that for any b fZ N one can find an impulse control of the form y,(t) = 
2:: a&t - t,) with response x(r, y,) to the integruted form of the reduced 
equations satisfying x(z, ,u,) = 6. 
Furthermore, since BE C implies pi+, > 1 - s2 so CT /?: < e*, the aj in 
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@,(r) satisfy ai < a’/(1 - s*); i.e., if we let Q,,(rca) denote the ball of radius y 
in rca[O, r], one can assure pa E D#ca) for any given y > 0. In this 
te~inoIogy, with A?(r, O,,(rca)) denoting the attainable set of the reduced 
equation at time r for controls in DXrca), we can restate Lemma 3.3 as 
LEMMA 3.3’. If all li are odd, then for any s > 0, y > 0, 
0 E int 9(r, Q,(rca)). 
We next proceed to computable conditions which will insure all Ej are odd. If 
dimL(y’)(p) = n then f,,,(t, U) #O and has the form cl(t) u(t); hence 
H,ta, ,..., a,,f) will be homogeneous of degree I, = 1. Loosely speaking, the 
degree of homogeneity of H, will depend on the number of factors u 
appearing in the lowest order (in u) term of u(t) G,(t, x%(t),..., xi- l(t)) when 
the xj(t) are expressed as integrals of u and its powers. For example, if 
xl(t) = (l/Z) si S*U(S) ds, a term u(t) x:(t) = (l/4) u(t)(Ii S*U(S) ds)* ,in u(t) 
G,(t,x,(t)) would be considered to have three factors u. If this is the lowest 
order of u in terms of uG2, one ould have I, = 3. 
Now VI,..., I’“(p) are linearly independent. Suppose we have V’ = Y, 
Y3 = (ad3 X, Y) and fl,*(t, u) = 0; i.e., no term (ad” X, Y)(p), v= I,... has 
nonzero component on V*(p). This means I, > 2. If [Y, (ad3 X, Y)](p) has a 
nonzero component on V’(p), f*,*(t, u) will have a term with two factors u 
(one for each factor Y) and E, = 2. If no term with two factors Y has a 
nonzero component on V’(p) but (ad* Y, (ad3 X, Y))(p) does, we would 
have I, = 3. (Clearly to obtain f2 *(t, u) we actually need not consider all 
products of pairs of eIements of P”‘.) In an attempt to put some order in the 
above discussion, let 9’” be the set of all products of k-tuples of elements of 
9” with k < m. 
LEMMA 3.4. If dim span y”‘(p) = dim span 5@““(p) for odd m, then 
the degree of homogeneity I, of Hi is odd for each i = I,..., n. 
Proof: Let 1 < i < n and suppose k > 1 is an integer such that no 
product of less than k elements of 9” evaluated at p has a nonzero 
component on Vi but there is an element W which is a product of k elements 
of 9’ such that W(p) does have a nonzero component on V’. Then the 
hypothesis implies k must be odd. But each factor from 9’ contains one Y, 
which contributes one u to tlGi(t,Xi(t),*.., xiwl(t)) with the xj(t) solved as 
integrals of powers of u. Thus the lowest order (in U> term in 
uG,(t, x1 ,..., xi-,) = fif;(t, u) will have an odd number of factor u. This 
means H,(a, ,..., an,_t) is homogeneous of degree li = k which is odd. 1 
EXAMPLE 3.1 (Example 2.2 continued). We calculate the response, at 
time r, to the integrated form of Eq. (11) for a control p,(t) = C: a,6(t - t,). 
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x3(7, pu,) = (- 1/ 12) c h” 
( 1 
glaj 3-(1/2)~t”a”(~,tjaj(~~a~)2)’ 
Here 1, = 1, 1, = 3,1, = 4 are the degrees of homogeneity. (For this example, 
the right sides of the above three equations define H,(a), H,(a) and H3(a), 
respectively, the P,(a) are zero.) Note that the smallest m for which an 
element of p”(p) has a nonzero component on V3 is four; i.e., 
(ad3 K (ad* X9 Y)>(P) is such an element. Here, dim span Y’(p) = 1, 
dim spanciP’(p) = 1, dim span Y”(p) = 2, dim span p”(p) = 3, and the 
increase in this span which occurred when m went from the odd integer 3 to 
4 is reflected in 1, being even. Our theory does not apply here to show that 
x(r, ,u,) = b has a solution for all b in a nbd of zero in R3. 
We summarize the results of Lemma 3.3, 3.4 as 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume L(csP’) is decomposable at p, 
dim I,(9 ‘)( p) = n and dim span ciom( p) = dim span Yrn+ ‘(p) for all odd 
integers m. Then for any 7, y > 0, zero is an interior point of the attainable 
set of the reduced equation corresponding to controls which are regular coun- 
tably additive measures of norm less than or equal to y (i.e., 
0 E int 9(7, Q,(rca)). 
It is not clear that the decomposition which yielded the auxiliary equation 
from Eq. (1) is valid for controls which are measures. Thus we cannot use 
Proposition 3.2 to infer (exp 7X)(p) E int 6T(7, RJrca)). On the other hand, 
impulsive controls certainly make the exposition, and algebra, quite easy. 
The Reduced Equation with Ya Controls 
Our notation will be O,(Ym) and O,,(Y1) for, respectively, the closed unit 
balls of radius y in i”,[O, 71, g[O, 71. For a system of the form (1) it is not, 
in general, true that if (exp 7X)(p) E int G!(t, Q,(rca)) then (exp rX)( p) E 
int (;pd(t, R,(.k?m)). 
If one views rca[O, 71 as the dual of -!G&[O, 71, hence as the second dual of 
.Yi[O, 71, the canonical imbedding (denoted J) of a Banach space into its 
second dual imbeds Q,(Y,) densely in n,(rca). Also, if u E ai and 
v(t) = u(t) if 1 u(t)1 Q K 
=K if u(t) > K 
z-K if u(t) < K 
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then for K suficiently large we have u E f2,(ip,), also v E 0,(9,), and the 
.S$ norm l/u - ~(1 can be made arbitrarily small. Thus given any @ E R,(rca) 
and 6 > 0 we can find a K = K(d) and o E fzK(+S$J such that if we consider 
v E Yr, 11,~ - Jvll < 6. Computing the difference of the responses in the 
reduced equation, i.e., Jx(r, ,u) - ~(t, v)l, using the Lipschitz continuity of G 
and the Gronwall inequality easily gives: 
For any E > 0 and g E Q,(rca) there is a K = K(E) and 
u E R,(IP,) such that jx(r,p) - x(r, u)] < E. 
I have, however, been unable to show that if 0 e int 9(r, .(a,(rca)) then 
0 E int 9(t, Q&Y&)) for sufIiciently large K. We take a different approach. 
Let jfj(t) = s(t - tj), j = I,..., ra, with the tj chosen as in Lemma 3.1. Deline 
e:(t) = 0 if it- tjl > l/K 
= K/2 if It - tjl < l/K. 
Then as K -+ co the functions a -+ x(r, CT cl,eT) converge uniformly (for 
[al < 1) to x(r, CT aj,Q. Now from the special form of the reduced 
equations, for 1 < i < n the solutions x&r, x ajeF) are, again, algebraic 
equations of the form #(a, ,..., a,) +&(a ,,..., a,), where Hf is 
homogeneous of degree li if Hi(a, ,..., a,,) is homogeneous of degree li, while 
PF is a sum of terms each homogeneous of degree greater than Zi. As 
K-r co, the Hf converge uniformly to the Hi (one also has the Pf 
converging uniformly to the Pi). But the divisors of the Hi are in general 
position and this is a generic (open) condition; thus for K sufficiently large 
the divisors of the HF are in general position. As in Lemma 3.3, this means 
that if all Ei are odd, there is a nbd N of the origin in R” and a K > 0 such 
that for any b E N and t > 0 there is a control of the form u(t) = CJ= i 
ajej”tt) E QKt%J with x(t, M) = b. This means that the hypotheses of 
Proposition 3.2 are su~cient to insure that (exp rX)(p) E int @(r, .Q,(9,J) 
for any r > 0 and I( sufficiently large. 
We now modify the above idea to obtain 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Y” denote the set of all Lie products of k-tuples of 
elements of Y’ with k < m. If L(9’) is decomposable at p, 
dim L(Y’)(p) = n and dim span ,sPm(p) = dim span Fm+‘(p) for all odd 
integers m, then (exp zX)( p) E int cpl(z, R,(IP,)) for any 5 > 0. (Note that 
here we do not require X(p) = 0.) 
Proof of Theorem 3-l. For controls in i,p,, the conclusion will follow if 
we can show 0 E S(P, R,(4P,)) for any r > 0. 
First note that the algebraic Equations (12) describing the response of the 
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reduced equations to an impulse control pu, remain the same independently of 
the /pu,II; i.e., if one considers llpall < y the equations remain the same and 
one merely restricts 1 a ) < y, Now for any y > 0 define 
e;(t) = 0 if It-tji > 1//2 
= 1 if It-tjl<y/2. 
Then eJ E Q,(gW); also eJ E Yr and its image under the canonical embedding 
J satisfies Jej E G?,(rca). Now for I a I< 1 the solutions xi(t, C aJe$ of the 
reduced equation for control C ajeT are algebraic equations which we now 
denote w(ar ,..., a,) + Py(a, ,..., a,), where Hr is homogeneous of degree li if 
Hi(a, 3-9 a,) is homogeneous of degree li and PT is a sum of terms each 
homogeneous of degree greater than li. 
Our goal is to show that if all li are odd, there is a y > 0 and nbd N of 
zero in. R” such that for b E N we can solve x(r, C aje,J) = b, for I a I < 1. 
This is equivalent to letting aj = yaj and solving x(r, C uj(eI/y)) = b subject 
to 101 <r. 
Let t + c(t) be any continuous, real valued function. Then (for 
t GG {t, )...) t,}), lim,,, jk JJ: uj(ej’(s)/y) c(s) ds = C ujc(tj), the latter sum 
taken over valuesj such that tj E [0, t]. Thus x1(& 27 uj(eJ/y)) converges (in 
the ik; sense with respect to t and uniformly with respect to 1 u[ < y) to 
xl(t, 2; ujS(t - tj)). Specifically, 
t ,  5 ujd(t - tj) dt + 0 
1 
as y + 0 uniformly with respect to I u) < y. Using this in the reduced equation 
& = u(t) G2(t, xl(t)), etc., a similar statement holds for each xi, i = l,..., n. 
Thus as y -+ 0, q(u,/y,..., 0,/y) and PT(ui/y,..., a,/~) converge (uniformly for 
Iu I & y and each i = l,..., n), respectively, to H’(ul ,..., on) and P,(u, ,..., a,). 
Again, since the divisors of the Hi are in general position and this is an 
“open” property, choose y > 0 sufftciently small so that the divisors of the Hj’ 
are in general position. As in Lemmas 3.3 and 3.3’, this means that if all Ii 
are odd, there is a nbd N of 0 E I?” such that for any b E N, 
4~ C uj(ej’lr)> = b has a solution satisfying 1 u 1 < y, i.e., 
0 E int S(7, R,(.L&)). 
For controls in Ya, the decomposition theorem used to obtain the 
auxiliary equation from Eq. (1) (etc. for the reduced equations) is valid, or 
0 E int 9(7, Q,5&)) if and only if (exp 7x>(p) E int @(7, fi,(~P,,)), 
completing the proof. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let A4 = R3, X(x) = (0, xi, x2), Y(x) = (LO, 0) and 
p = 0. Computing shows dim span Y’(p) = 1, L(Y”)is a seven dimensional, 
SOS/44/2-3 
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nilpotent, Lie algebra, dim span Y’(p) = 1, while dim span Y’(p) = 3. 
Theorem 3.1 applies to give (exp rX)( p) = p E int cs1(7, R,(4P,)) for any 
7 > 0. 
4. REMOVAL OF THE CONDITION THATL(P") BE DECOMPOSABLE 
(OR NILPOTENT) 
The basic idea of this section is to use Krener’s theorem, which approx- 
imates any system with a system having a nilpotent algebra, to remove the 
condition L(Y’) decomposable at p. Briefly, Krener’s results [9] are as 
follows. Let I denote the identity matrix in Gl(m, I?), the Lie group of 
nonsingular m x m real matrices, and gl(m, R) be the associated Lie algebra, 
i.e., all real m x m matrices. A system of the form 
Hqt) = A, w(t) + u(t) A 1 w(t), W(0) = I (15) 
on Gl(m, R) is called bilinear. The m x m matrices A,, A, determine vector 
fields 2, P on Gl(m, R); i.e., z( IV) = A, W, I’(w) = A r W, and L(%, n is 
nilpotent if and only if the matrix algebra L(A,, A ,) is. We denote by J the 
maximal integral manifold of 2, P through I in Gl(m, R) and by W(t, u) the 
solution of (15) at time t corresponding to control u. We wish to approx- 
imate solutions of a system of the form (1) on M, which for convenience of 
notation we rewrite as 
i = X,(x) + uX,(x), X(O) = P, (1’) 
by those of a system of the form (15). Again x(t, U) will denote the solution 
of (1’) at time t for control U. Let 9’ = {(ad” X,,, X,): v = O,...} and assume 
dim L(Y’)( p) = n so dim L(X,,, X,)(p) = n and the maximal integral 
manifold of X0, X, through p contains a full nbd of p in M. Since our work 
is local we consider a nbd of p in M as R” and use 1 p - q1 to denote 
distance. 
Krener [9, Theorem 21 shows that for any integer Y > 0 there exists a 
bilinear system of the form (15) on Gl(m, R), for sufficiently large m 
depending on r, having L(A,, , A ,) nilpotent (actually L(A ,, , A 1) is isomorphic 
to the quotient of the free Lie algebra on two generators by its (r + 1)st 
commutator ideal; hence products of (r + 1) or more Ai vanish) and a linear 
map I: gf(m, R) + R” such that 
l([Ai,9 [Ai2>**e9 [AiS-,~AiSI *** I>= [xi,, [Xi2y***y [xi,-,,xi,I **a I(P) (16) 
for all s < r. Here ii E (0, 1 }. A previous theorem of his then applies to show 
that there exist constants K, T > 0 and a smooth map A: A+ M which is 
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locally a projection (hence an open mapping) with A(1) =p such that 
(locally) for any control U, 
Ix@, 24) - A(kv(t, u))l <ml+‘, O<t<T. (16’) 
Furthermore, at I E GZ(m, R), the induced tangent space map A,(1) is the 
linear map I. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (as stated in the Introduction). Given a system of 
the form (1) on A4 we associate with it an approximating system 
P=R+ UF, W(0) = I (17) 
on Gl(m, R) having L(z, 0 nilpotent and the “degree of approximation” r 
(and hence m) to be determined. If 
9’ = {(ad”f, 0: u = O,...} 
L(g’) is an ideal in L(f, 0, hence also is nilpotent. Let n’= dimL(p’)(l). 
We can, as in Eq. (9), express the solution of the auxiliary equation with 
(17) as 
y”(t, u) = (exp P,(t, 24) P) 0 --- 0 (exp F:(t, u) P)(I). (18) 
Our final goal is to show that for any r > 0 the map u + x(r, u) covers a 
nbd of p. We first show the hypotheses of theorem 3.1 imply the map 
u + 1 0 Jqr, u) (19) 
covers a nbd of p. In view of Section 3, we can as well consider this map for 
u E a,(rca) as u E R,(Pm). Indeed, if the latter covering occurs and the 
approximation is sufficiently good (i.e., r sufficiently large) the former will 
be true. It is important to note that we do not need the map 
u -+ (Qt, u) ,..., FK(t, u)) to cover a nbd of zero in R”. 
It is easiest to see the effect of the projection L by proceeding as in 
Section 3; i.e., consider an impulse control p, = Cf=, a,6(t - ti) with 
O<t, < *a. < t, < t. Then the Fi are solutions of the reduced system 
associated with (18), i.e., Fi(t,p,) = Q,(a) with each Qi a finite sum of 
homogeneous polynomials in ai ,.,., a,-. (We have suppressed reference to the 
choice of 0 < 1, < . . . < lz < 5.) Let &‘(&(1)) denote the null space of A,(1). 
From (18) and the fact that 1 is an open map, it follows that the map (19) 
will cover a nbd of p if the map 
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covers a nbd of 0 E R”. 
Choice of r. If dim span P’(p) = n, choose Wl,..., W”’ to be linearly 
independent elements in ,i”‘( p) and let rl denote the maximal “commutator 
length” of elements in this set; i.e., here each W’ would be of the form 
(ad”iX, Y)(p) with (vi + 1) < rI. By assumption, dim span y’(p) remains 
rz, . If dim span ,i”‘( p) = n3, choose (rz3 - n,) elements W”l+‘,..., W”3 
elements from y”(p) so WI,..., IV3 are linearly independent, and let r3 
denote the maximal commutator length of these. Continuing in this fashion, 
since dim L(P’)(p) = II at some (smallest) odd integer m, we will have 
dim span P’“(p) = n and we choose r as the maximum of the ri defined by 
the above process. Briefly, this means we have a basic WI,..., W” for 
L(y’)( p) and each W’ can be expressed as a commutator of X, Y of length 
<r, evaluated at p. 
Since A,(Z): R’/JP”(&(Z)) + R” is an isomorphism, we apply the inverse 
of this (restriction) of A,(Z) to the W’, denoting the result of p, i = l,..., n, 
and the El,..., I? form a basis for Rz/J”(A,(Z)). Now, in Eq. (20) write 
each 9’ as a linear combination of I?,..., @” plus an element in A’&(Z)). 
Map (20) then has the form 
a+ i Rj(cx) IPj (21) 
j=l 
with the Rj(a) being linear combinations of the Q,(a), hence also sums of 
homogeneous polynomials in the a, ,..., a,-. We again let Hi(a) denote the 
homogeneous polynomial of lowest order, this order denote Zj, in Rj(a). The 
problem of showing that map (21) takes a nbd of 0 E R” onto a nbd of 
0 E IA” reduces to showing all Zj are odd; i.e., we wish to show if 
dim span Ym(p) = dim span ym+’ (p) for all odd integers m, each lj, 
j = I,..., n, is odd. 
Let pm denote products of k < m elements of 9’. Suppose, for some 
1 Q j < n, lj is even. This means that A,(Z)(span g”(Z)) increased dimension 
for some even integer m. But I@‘,..., qrn span R’/JV(&(Z)) and each of 
these is a commutator of 2, p of length <r evaluated at Z, by (16). Since 
A,(Z) IV = W’, i = I,..., IZ, this means dim span Y”(p) increased at an even 
integer m, a contradiction to our assumption. Thus, for r as chosen, map 
(21) takes a nbd of 0 E R” onto a nbd of 0 E R”, which implies that map 
(19) covers a nbd of p. In other words if d(r, Z) is the attainable set at time r 
for system (17) then for any r > 0 the projection Ad(r, I) covers a nbd of p. 
But trajectories of (17) only approximate those of (1) in the sense of (16’); 
hence we still have not shown that @(r,p) covers a nbd of p. 
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For any integer k let u, ,..., ok > 0, e, ,..., ek E [-1, 1 ] and define 
q(s)=(expo,s(X+eiY))o ... 0 (expa,s(X+e,Y)) 
(22) 
From this representation we see that if 0 < E < r/C ci then q(c) E a(z,p). 
Also q(0) = p. Furthermore since X(p) = 0 
q(c) = (exp 0r e(X + e, Y)) 0 .a. O (exPc,s(X+c,Y))(P)Ea (&,$oi.P)- 
(23) 
Using the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula on (22) gives 
q(e) = (ew@‘V + M)(p) 
for some integer 1 > 1 and V E L(X, Y). View the map E + q(c) E CZ(z,p) as 
defining a smooth curve in ol(z,p). Then lim,,,, d’q(s)/dc’ = V(p) and we 
call V(p) a tangent vector of order 1 to cpl(z,p) at p. 
From (23) we can also view q(c) as a solution X(E C: ui, u) of (1) with 
control u explicitly given by the data ei, ui. From (16’) 
from which it follows that if p(Z) is a tangent vector to a(r, I) at Z of order 
Z< r, then L,(Z) v(Z) is a tangent vector to Ol(r,p) at p. 
Since commutators of & p of length greater than Y vanish, all tangent 
vectors to @(r, I) at Z have order I < 1. Furthermore, we have already shown 
that &(r, Z) contains an n-dimensional manifold having Z as a relative 
interior point and tangent space at Z spanned by I?l,..., @. Since Z is a 
relative interior point, any vector of order f< Y, hence the isomorphic images 
of these under L,(Z) which are tangent vectors U(z,p) at p, fill IR”. This 
implies p E int @(t,p). 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Remark 5.1. One way wonder when a system of the form (1) will have a 
linear reduced system, i.e., a reduced system of the form ii(t) = u(t) ci(t), 
i = l,..., it. Suppose L(y’) is decomposable at p, dim 15(.27’)(p) = n and the 
reduced system is linear. Then every element of the form [(ad’ X, Y), 
(ad” X, Y)] must vanish at p. In [ 151 Krener shows that 
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[Y, (ad” X, Y)](p) = 0 for all v is a sufficient condition for (1) to be linear in 
some local coordinate system. Since (1) linear certainly implies the reduced 
system is linear, we have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for the reduced 
system of (1) to be linear is that there exist a local coordinate system for a 
nbd of p relative to which (I), itself, is linear. 
remark 5.2. The condition dim span P”(p) = dim span P”+ ‘(p) for 
odd m was a convenient and easy way to state a condition which implies 
that the degree of homogeneity, lj, of Hi(a, ,,.., c~~,_t) is odd for each 
i = l,..., n. As mentioned prior to Lemma 3.4, it is certainly not necessary. 
A sharper condition which is a consequence of our analysis is as follows. 
We assume L(,.!?) is decomposable at p and dim L(P”)( p) = n. This latter 
~sumption implies, in Section 2, that fl,I(t, u) # O,..., f,,,(t, u) # 0. We next 
examine how these coefficients arise. First, fl,,(t, u) # 0 implies some 
element of 9”(p) has nonzero component on V’(p); hence we always have 
H,(a, >-**1 a, 3 _t> homogeneous of degree 1, i.e., 1, = 1. 
Next, for 2 < i < n there are two possibilities. 
(a) If fisi(t, u) # 0 then an element of Y’(p) has nonzero component 
on Yi( p) and li = 1. 
(b) If f,,!(t, U) = 0, some element of the form 
(adki-IV’-‘, (adki-zVi-2, (..., (adk’V’, Vj)...)(p) (21) 
with 2 <j<n, kl,..., {-, , k. > 0 must have nonzero component on Vi(p). For 
any element of this form define ri = 2;; f kiej to be its height. Let r: > 1 be 
the smallest integer such that some element of height r-7 has nonzero 
component on V’. Then li = 1 + r-7 and a necessary and sufficient condition 
that Ii be odd is that t-f be even. 
We summ~ize as 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume L(9’) is decomposable at p and 
dim L(.Y”)( p) = n. Then li = 1 and Ii = 1 for each 2 <j < n such that some 
element of .ip’( p) has nonzero component on Vj. If li # 1, a necessary and 
su$%ient condition that it be odd is that if r,? is the smallest height of an 
element of the form (21) having nonzero component on V’(p), then r? is 
even. Ifail Ei are odd, (exp zX)( p) E int @(r, a, (P,)> for all T > 0. 
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